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sellify Dashboard
Display of information and evaluations in individually configurable widgets 



Description
With sellify Dashboard you get the perfect support to significantly increase your success in 
everyday business. It allows you to tailor the presentation of all your valuable information and 
gives you an impressive overview of all data in sellify in seconds. Whether it's customers, 
prospects, performance, sales pipelines or metrics, the dashboard presents you with all relevant 
information in an engaging and visual way. You maintain full control over your business and can 
make informed decisions.

Thanks to the Dashboard's user-friendly interface, you can display an unlimited number of 
dashboards in different layouts. Whether tables, bar charts or pie charts - you have the 
possibility to present your data clearly and concisely. With extensive filter criteria, you can select 
the desired information specifically and display it in real time with just one click. In addition, the 
dashboard offers the ability to embed entire websites, allowing you to access and navigate 
within frequently visited pages directly from sellify. This seamless integration of external 
resources expands your information gathering capabilities and makes your job easier.

The dashboard is not only a valuable addition to your reporting, but it helps you and your staff 
derive informed follow-up actions at the right time. With this powerful tool, you can increase 
efficiency, save time, and focus on the needs of your customers and business partners. For 
even greater success in your day-to-day business, the sellify dashboard is indispensable.

Installation & configuration
The configuration of individual sellify dashboards is already included in the standard scope. 
Starting with sellify version 23.2, the sharing and fixing of dashboards for employees is 
additionally possible by licensing the module.
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